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Abstract

We define the class of algebraic models ofµ-calculi
and study whether every such model can be embedded
into a model which is a complete lattice. We show that
this is false in the general case and focus then on free
modalµ-algebras, i.e. Lindenbaum algebras of the propo-
sitional modalµ-calculus. We prove the following fact: the
MacNeille-Dedekind completion of a free modalµ-algebra
is a complete modal algebra, hence a modalµ-algebra (i.e.
an algebraic model of the propositional modalµ-calculus).
The canonical embedding of the free modalµ-algebra into
its Dedekind-MacNeille completion preserves the interpre-
tation of all the terms in the classComp(Σ1,Π1) of the
alternation-depth hierarchy.

The proof uses algebraic techniques only and does not
directly rely on previous work on the completeness of the
modalµ-calculus.

1 Overview

WhenL is a complete lattice, the least fixed-pointµx.f
of a monotone functionf : L - L enjoys a remarkable
property. We like to say that the least fixed-point iscon-
structive: the equality

µx.f =
∨

α∈Ord

fα(⊥) (1)

holds and provides a method to constructµx.f from the bot-
tom of the lattice. The expressionsfα(⊥), indexed by ordi-
nals, are commonly called theapproximantsof µx.f . They
are defined by transfinite induction as expected:f0(⊥) =
⊥, fα+1 = f(fα(⊥)), andfα(⊥) =

∨
β<α f

β(⊥).
A careful reading of Tarski’s fixpoint theorem [24] re-

veals that the completeness assumption is not needed forf
to have a fixed-point: ifL is merely a poset, existence of
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a least prefixed-point implies the existence of a least fixed-
point. A least prefixed-point off is an elementµx.f ∈ L
satisfying

f(µx.f ) ≤ µx.f (2)

f(y) ≤ y ⇒ µx.f ≤ y (3)

These two properties provide a natural way to axiomatize
by equations and equational implications least fixed-points
whenever a definable order relation is given. The equational
implications (2) and (3) – the latter known as the Park induc-
tion rule [18, 6] – have often been used to axiomatize con-
crete objects where implicit or explicit fixed-points are at
work: relational algebras with transitive closures [16], reg-
ular languages [11], powersets of Kripke frames [22, 10].
Model theoretic considerations also induce to prefer mod-
els of theories axiomatized by equational implications to
classes of models that are complete lattices: the formers
build up a quasivariety, free models exist, etc. A primary
goal of this paper is to clarify the relationships between
standard models, the complete lattices, and algebraic mod-
els. Rephrasing our goal, we want to compare the construc-
tive presentation of the least fixed-point (1) and its logical
presentation by means of (2) and (3).

1.1 µ-theories andµ-algebras

The following is a generic logical framework within
which to develop a theory of ordered algebras with least
fixed-point operators. Analogous frameworks [3, 1] can be
coded within this framework.

Definition 1.1 A µ-theory is a first order theory with the
following properties:

• it is an extension of the theory of bounded lattices,
• it comes with fixed-point pairs, that is, pairs of terms
(f, µx.f) axiomatized by (2) and (3) so that (the interpre-
tation of)f is an order preserving operation in the variable
x, and (the interpretation of)µx.f is a least prefixed-point
of f ,



• its axioms are either equations or equational implica-
tions.

A µ-algebra is model of a fixedµ-theory. Aµ-algebra is
completeif its lattice reduct is a complete lattice.

We shall investigate relations betweenµ-algebras and com-
pleteµ-algebras, with the particular goal of understanding
when aµ-algebra embeds into a complete one. Contrarily
to what happens for several algebraic structures related to
logic (Boolean algebras, modal algebras K, Heyting alge-
bras, quantales), we show next that this is not always possi-
ble forµ-algebras.

1.2 µ-algebras are not completable

Let us introduce some notation first. For a fixed-point
pair (f, µx.f) and aµ-algebraA, we consider the interpre-
tation off onA, f : A{ x }∪Y - A. Forv ∈ AY fixed,
we use the notationfv : A - A for the monotone func-
tion that arises if we evaluate all the variables inY to v, and
consistently we denote its least prefixed-point byµx.fv. We
say then thatfv : A - A is a fixed-point polynomial.
To simplify the notation, we shall also omit the subscriptv
and say thatf : A - A is a fixed-point polynomial.

Example 1.2 Choose aµ-algebraA and a fixed-point poly-
nomialf : A - A for which the chain of finite approx-
imants

⊥ < f(⊥) < f2(⊥) < . . . < fn(⊥) < . . .

is infinite. Define the infinite sequencesφn by

φn = ( ⊥, . . . ,⊥︸ ︷︷ ︸
n−times

,⊥, f(⊥), f2(⊥), . . . ) , n ≥ 0 ,

and consider them as elements of the product algebraAω.
Sincef is computed pointwise, observe thatf(φn) is equal
to φn−1 for all but a finite number of coordinates.

Define the equivalence relation∼ on A by saying that
two infinite sequences are equivalent if they coincide in all
but a finite number of coordinates. The quotientAω/∼ is a
reduced product ofA and all the equations and equational
implications that hold inA hold inAω/∼ as well, cf. [4,
chapter 6]. In particular,Aω/∼ is also aµ-algebra.

Denote byφ̄n the equivalence class ofφn and recall that
in Aω/∼ the least fixed-pointµx.f is the equivalence class
of the infinite sequence with constant valueµx.f . The rela-
tions

f(φ̄n) ≤ φ̄n−1, n ≥ 1 µx.f 6≤ φ̄0 (4)

hold1 in Aω/∼ and we claim that such configuration is not
compatible withAω/∼ being complete. If

∧
n≥0 φ̄n exists

1Actually, the stronger relationsf(φ̄n) = φ̄n−1 hold inAω/∼.

then
f(

∧
n≥0

φ̄n) ≤ f(φ̄n+1) ≤ φ̄n ,

for all n ≥ 0, and thereforef(
∧

n≥0 φ̄n) ≤
∧

n≥0 φ̄n. Then
µx.f ≤

∧
n≥0 φ̄n ≤ φ̄0 gives a contradiction.

Finally observe that such a configuration is preserved by
any extension ofAω/∼, and therefore thisµ-algebra has no
complete extension. �

We say that aµ-theory (or the quasivariety of theµ-
algebras) is non-trivial if we can find aµ-algebraA and
a fixed point polynomialf for which its finite approxi-
mants are all distinct. If this is not possible, then for
each fixed-point pair(f, µx.f) some equation of the form
µx.f = fn(⊥) holds, showing that all the least fixed-point
are superflous. We collect these observations in a theorem.

Theorem 1.3 Any non-trivial quasivariety ofµ-algebras
contains aµ-algebra which does not admit an embedding
into a completeµ-algebra.

It is possible to show that, for some simpleµ-theory, if a
µ-algebra has no configuration such as (4), then the princi-
pal filter embedding is a morphism ofµ-algebras. Unfor-
tunately, the principal filter embedding becomes soon use-
less, for example forµ-theories where greatest fixed-points
are also considered. Therefore, we shall look at other con-
ditions ensuring that aµ-algebra has an embedding into a
completeµ-algebra.

1.3 The propositional modalµ-calculus:
free modalµ-algebras

Recall that a freeµ-algebra embeds into a complete one
if and only if the class of completeµ-algebras generates the
class of allµ-algebras. If we adopt the perspective of al-
gebraic logic, the statement that freeµ-algebras embed into
complete ones amounts to a completeness theorem for the
logic with respect to the semantics of all complete models.

It is often the case that freeµ-algebras embed into com-
plete ones, for example this is the case for freeµ-lattices
[19] and free modalµ-algebras (i.e. Lindenbaum alge-
bras for the propositional modalµ-calculus [10]). The rest
of this paper will be concerned with studyingfree modal
µ-algebras. Their µ-theory, i.e. the theory of modalµ-
algebras, essentially is nothing else but the propositional
modalµ-calculus. The terms of the theory are generated
according to the grammar:

t = p |x | > | t1 ∧ t2 | ¬t | 〈σ〉t |µx.t ,

whereσ ranges on a finite set of actionsAct and the fixed-
point generation rule only applies when the variablex oc-
curs under an even number of negations. The reader has



surely recognized the framework of multimodal algebras, in
addition to which, we have least fixed-points. Accordingly,
the axioms of the theory are those of multimodal algebras
K as well as (2) and (3) for the fixed point pairs(t, µx.t).
In the grammar we have distinguished a generatorp from a
variablex. This will be useful when considering the inter-
pretation of terms as operations on free modalµ-algebras,
where the generators become operations. This kind of term
generation is standard from fixed-point theory [17], but it is
also possible to code these terms as terms generated from an
infinite signature using substitution only [15]. Finally, it can
be shown that modalµ-algebras form a variety of algebras
[21].

The completeness results for the propositional modalµ-
calculus [10, 26] paired with the small Kripke model prop-
erty [23] imply thata free modalµ-algebra has an embed-
ding intoan infinite product of finite modalµ-algebras. This
infinite product is of coursea complete lattice. In the rest
of the paper we shall prove a weaker embedding result con-
cerningΣ1-terms, defined by the grammar

t = x | p | ¬p | > | t ∧ t | ⊥ | t ∨ t | 〈σ〉t | [σ]t |µx.t ,
2

and Σ1-operations – we say thatf : AX - A is a
Σ1-operation if it is the interpretation of aΣ1-term. The
class ofΠ1-terms is defined as above with the exception
that least fixed-point formation is replaced by greatest fixed-
point formation.3 The class ofComp(Σ1,Π1)-operations is
obtained by closing under substitution the union ofΣ1 and
Π1. Our result can be stated as follows:

Theorem 1.4 Let F be a free modalµ-algebra. There ex-
ists a complete modal algebraF and an injective morphism
of Boolean modal algebrasi : F - F which preserves
all theComp(Σ1,Π1)-operations of the algebraF .

With respect to [26], where algorithmic and game-theoretic
ideas as well as tableaux manipulations are the main tools,
we shall use use purely algebraic and order theoretic tools.
Under some respect, our work can be understood as an ef-
fort to translate ideas from [10, 26] into an algebraic and
order theoretic framework. Our work, in the spirit of alge-
braic logic, has also been motivated by our insuccess to give
a proper account of tableaux for the propositional modalµ-
calculus from a proof-theoretic perspective. For example,
we have not been able to adapt interesting proof-theoretic
ideas [13] to the alternation-free fragment of the modalµ-
calculus.

We sketch in the rest of the section the strategy followed
to prove Theorem 1.4. The algebraF is the MacNeille-
Dedekind completion4of F . For our goals, we recall that if

2The fixed-point formation rule is no longer constrained here.
3By duality, greatest fixed-points are definable in the given signature.
4An elegant and simple introduction to the MacNeille-Dedekind com-

pletion of a lattice can be found in [14].

L is a Boolean algebra, thenL is a Boolean algebra as well,
cf. [2]. Also, we need the following statement:

Lemma 1.5 Let L be a lattice andL be its MacNeille-
Dedekind completion. A left adjoint5 f : L - L
has an extension – necessarily unique – to a left adjoint
f∨ : L - L.

Using the notation of [8], ifg is right adjoint tof , theng∧

is right adjoint tof∨. A first step towards our main result
will be to prove:

Claim 1.6 The modal operators〈σ〉 of free modal µ-
algebra are left adjoints.

Using Lemma 1.5 and the Claim we can state:

Proposition 1.7 The MacNeille-Dedekind completion of a
free modalµ-algebra is a multi-modal algebra K and the
principal ideal embeddingi : F - F is a morphism of
multi-modal algebras.6

SinceF is a complete lattice, it is a complete modalµ-
algebra, and therefore we are also interested in preserva-
tion of fixed-points. To this goal we shall use the following
lemma, which is a standard consequence of the embedding
i being continuous (and cocontinuous).

Lemma 1.8 Let A be aµ-algebra,i : A - A its
Dedekind-MacNeille completion, andfv a fixed-point poly-
nomial. If fv is preserved byi andµx.fv is constructive,
then the least fixed-pointµx.fv is preserved byi.

We shall prove that all theΣ1-operations are preserved by
showing that all these functions are constructive:

Claim 1.9 Any fixed-pointΣ1-polynomialfv : F - F
over a free modalµ-algebra satisfies the relation

µx.fv =
∨
n≥0

fn
v (⊥) . (5)

The Claim and Lemma 1.8 imply that eachΣ1-operation on
a free modalµ-algebra is preserved. By duality, the same
holds for Π1-operations and, consequently, all the opera-
tions in the classComp(Σ1,Π1) are preserved.

2 A last rule for free modal µ-algebras

In this section we prove that free modalµ-algebras enjoy
a property that could be called a last rule in the language
of proof theory. Usually, such a property is a consequence

5Recall that an order preservingf : L - M is a left adjoint if there
existsg : M - L (the right adjoint) such thatf(x) ≤ y if and only if
x ≤ g(y), for all x ∈ L andy ∈ M .

6The same statement holds if we replace “free modalµ-algebra” with
“free multi-modal algebra K”.



of a cut-elimination theorem. The property is analogous to
Whitman’s condition for free lattices, cf. [27, 7]. Since
the property is the starting point of the path that leads to
prove Claims 1.6 and 1.9, we shall detail its proof, which
is it analogous to Day’s proof of Whitman conditions and
Freyd’s covering of a topos.

We briefly recall the universal property of a modalµ-
algebraFP , freely generated by a setP . Such an algebra
comes with a functionj : P - FP such that for each
(f,A) whereA is a modalµ-algebra andf : P - A
there exists a uniqueµ-algebra morphism̃f : FP

- A
such thatf = f̃ ◦ j. A generator inFP is of the formj(p)
for somep ∈ P . It can be easily shown thatj is injective
(cf. the end of this section) and in the following we shall
abuse notation and identifyP with j(P ).

Theorem 2.1 Let F be a free modalµ-algebra andΛ be a
finite set of literals (generators or negated generators). The
following implication holds inF : if∧

Λ ∧
∧

σ∈Σ

( [σ]xσ ∧
∧

y∈Yσ

〈σ〉y ) ≤ ⊥ ,

then eitherp,¬p ∈ Λ for some generatorp, or xσ ∧ y ≤ ⊥
for someσ ∈ Σ andy ∈ Yσ.

We prove first that:

Proposition 2.2 LetF be a free modal algebra. The impli-
cation∧

Λ ∧
∧

σ∈Σ

( [σ]
∨
Yσ ∧

∧
y∈Yσ

〈σ〉y ) ≤ ⊥

implies∧
Λ ≤ ⊥ or ∃σ ∈ Σ, y ∈ Yσ s.t.y ≤ ⊥

(6)

holds inF , whereΛ is a finite set of literals,Σ ⊆ Act, and,
for eachσ ∈ Σ, Yσ is a finite possibly empty set of elements
of F .

Proof. Let A be any modal algebra and suppose that for
eachσ ∈ Σ we are given a setYσ such thaty 6≤ ⊥ for each
y ∈ Yσ. For eachσ ∈ Σ andy ∈ Yσ let χy

σ : A - 2
be morphism of Boolean algebras such thatχy

σ(y) = >.
Define

χσ(z) =

{∨
y∈Yσ

χy
σ(z) , σ ∈ Σ ,

⊥ , σ 6∈ Σ .

For σ ∈ Σ, observe thatχσ(z) = ⊥ if Yσ is empty and
otherwise thatχσ(z) = > if and only if χy

σ(z) = > for
somey ∈ Yσ.

We define a modal algebra structure on the product
Boolean algebraA × 2. The modal operators are defined
as:

〈σ〉(z, w) = (〈σ〉z, χσ(z)) ,

and they are easily seen to be normal, since theχσ preserve
joins. Also, observe that the first projectionprA : A ×
2 - A is a morphism of modal algebras.

Suppose now thatA is freely generated by a setP ,
A = FP , and letΛ be a set of literals such that

∧
Λ 6≤ ⊥.

Choose a functionf : P - A × 2 with these prop-
erties: (i) f(p) ∈ { (p,⊥), (p,>) } for eachp ∈ P , (ii)
f(p) = (p,>) if p ∈ Λ and f(p) = (p,⊥) if ¬p ∈ Λ
(clearly such a function exists).

Let f̃ : FP
- FP × 2 be the extension off to

a modal-algebra homomorphism, observe thatprA ◦ f̃ =
idFP

, since this relation holds on generators, and that
f̃(l) = (l,>) for l ∈ Λ. Suppose that∧

Λ ∧
∧

σ∈Σ

([σ]
∨
Yσ ∧

∧
y∈Yσ

〈σ〉y) ≤ ⊥ .

Apply the morphismf̃ to the above expression to obtain

(
∧

Λ ∧
∧

σ∈Σ

([σ]
∨
Yσ ∧

∧
y∈Yσ

〈σ〉y) , a ∧
∧

σ∈Σ

(bσ ∧ cσ) )

≤ (⊥,⊥) ,

where

a =
∧
l∈Λ

pr2(f̃(l)) =
∧
l∈Λ

> = > , sincef̃(l) = (l,>)

bσ = ¬χσ(¬
∨
Yσ) = > ,

– this relation is trivial if Yσ is empty, and otherwise
note thatχσ(¬

∨
Yσ) = > iff χy

σ(¬
∨
Yσ) = > for

some y ∈ Yσ, which cannot be because of⊥ =
χy

σ(y ∧ ¬
∨
Yσ) = χy

σ(y) ∧ χy
σ(¬

∨
Yσ) = > – and finally

cσ =
∧

y∈Yσ

χσ(y) =
∧

y∈Yσ

> = > .

We obtaina ∧
∧

σ∈Σ b
σ ∧ cσ = > which contradictsa ∧∧

σ∈Σ b
σ ∧ cσ ≤ ⊥. �

We extend now the previous result from modal algebras to
modalµ-algebras.

Proposition 2.3 The implication (6) holds in a free modal
µ-algebra.

Proof. The proposition follows since in the previous proof,
if A is a modalµ-algebra, thenA× 2 is a modalµ-algebra
and the first projection is a morphism of modalµ-algebras.
This can be seen as follows: suppose that we have defined
the interpretation of a termf in the algebraA×2 so that the
first projection preserves the interpretation. This is equiva-



lent to saying that the following diagram commutes:

A× 2

A A

A× 2

pr

��

fv //

fpr(v) //

pr

��

Then fv = 〈pr ◦ fv, ψ〉 = 〈fpr(v) ◦ pr, ψ〉 for some
ψ : A × 2 - 2. Considering that for eachx ∈ A
µy.ψ(x, y) exists –2 is a complete lattice – we can use the
Bekic property to argue that the least fixed-point offv ex-
ists and is equal to the pair(µx.fpr(v), µy.ψ(µx.fpr(v), y)).
Therefore we can interpret the termµx.f as expected in the
algebraA × 2 and the first projectionprA preserves this
interpretation.

Since all the terms of the theory of modalµ-algebras are
generated either by substitution or by formation of fixed-
points from the terms of the theory of multi-modal algebras,
a straightforward induction can be used to argue thatA× 2
is a modalµ-algebra. �

Lemma 2.4 On any modal algebraA condition (6) is
equivalent to∧

Λ ∧
∧

σ∈Act

([σ]xσ ∧
∧

y∈Yσ

〈σ〉y) ≤ ⊥

implies (7)∧
Λ ≤ ⊥ or ∃σ ∈ Act, y ∈ Yσ s.t.xσ ∧ y ≤ ⊥ .

The Lemma – whose proof we skip for lack of space – has
almost lead us to prove Theorem 2.1: we are left to argue
that if

∧
Λ ≤ ⊥ in a free modalµ-algebra, thenp,¬p ∈ Λ

for some generatorp. To this goal, it is enough to observe
that the property holds in a Boolean algebraBP freely gen-
erated by the setP , and that this algebra embeds in the free
modalµ-algebra generated byP . The last statement is jus-
tified as follows: the free Boolean algebra can be given a
trivial structure of a modal algebra, and being finite and
complete it is therefore a modalµ-algebra; the canonical
mapBP

- FP is therefore split by a map in the other
direction.

2.1 Modal operators are adjoints

We begin exemplifying the consequences of Theorem
2.1 by proving Claim 1.6. The Claim can also be understood
by saying that reverse or backward modalities are definable
in a free modalµ-algebra. More importantly, the property
stated in the Claim is analogous to definability of Brzo-
zowski’s derivatives in free Kleene-algebras [12]. Much of
the theory presented here has its origins in this paper.

Proposition 2.5 [i.e. Claim 1.6] On a free modalµ-algebra
each operator〈σ〉 is a left adjoint.

Proof. Observe that each element of the free modalµ-
algebra is a conjunction of special elementsb of the form

b =
∨

Λ ∨
∨

τ∈Act

( 〈τ〉xτ ∨
∨

y∈Yτ

[τ ]y ) ,

whereΛ is a set of literals. This can be explained as follows.
Recall that every term of the modalµ-calculus is provably
equivalent to terms with negation only in front of generators
and every bound fixed-point variable is in the scope of some
modal operator, see [10]. Using fixed-point equalities it is
possible to extract from a term its first modal level and the
statement follows from distributivity.

We begin defining the right adjoint for these special ele-
ments:rσ(b) = > if b = > andrσ(b) = xσ otherwise. Sup-
pose that〈σ〉x ≤ b. If b = > then clearlyx ≤ > = rσ(x).
If b 6= >, then we deducex ≤ xσ = rσ(b): indeed this is
a consequence of duality and Theorem 2.1, taking into ac-
count that all other disjuncts of the consequent of 2.1 imply
b = >. Conversely,〈σ〉rσ(b) ≤ b implies thatx ≤ rσ(b)
implies 〈σ〉(x) ≤ b. Note also thatrσ(b) does not depend
on the representation ofb, as it is uniquely determined by
the propertyx ≤ rσ(b) iff 〈σ〉x ≤ b.

Finally, if x =
∧

j∈J bj , then we definerσ(x) =∧
j∈J rσ(bj). �

2.2 The Kleene star is constructive

An important property ofrσ(z) – defined in the proof of
Proposition 2.5 – is that it is computed out of the syntax of
z. More precisely,rσ(z) is computed as a meet of terms
belonging to the Fisher-Ladner closure, see [10], of a term
representingz. The Fisher-Ladner closure has to be thought
as the space of subterms ofz, in particular it is finite. Con-
sequently, the set{ rn

σ(z) |n ≥ 0 } is finite and
∧

n≥0 rn
σ(z)

exists in a free modalµ-algebra. We exemplify how to ex-
ploit this fact by proving thatµy.(x ∨ 〈σ〉y) is the supre-
mum over the chain of its finite approximants. We shall use
the standard Propositional Dynamic Logic notation and let
〈σ∗〉x = µy.(x ∨ 〈σ〉y).

Lemma 2.6 The relation〈σ∗〉a =
∨

n≥0〈σ〉na holds in a
free modalµ-algebra.

Proof. Let b such that for eachn ≥ 0 we have〈σ〉na ≤ b.
Transpose this relation to obtaina ≤ rn

σ(b) for eachn ≥ 0,
hencea ≤

∧
n≥0 rn

σ(b). We claim that
∧

n≥0 rn
σ(b) is a〈σ〉-



prefixed-point. Indeed:

〈σ〉
∧
n≥0

rn
σ(b) ≤

∧
n≥0

〈σ〉rn
σ(b) 〈σ〉 is order preserving

≤
∧
n≥0

〈σ〉rn+1
σ (b) ≤

∧
n≥0

rn
σ(b)

by the counit relation〈σ〉rσx ≤ x.

Thus
∧

n≥0 rn
σ(b) is a〈σ〉-prefixed-point abovea and there-

fore 〈σ∗〉a ≤
∧

n≥0 rn
σ(b) ≤ b. �

3 OnOf -adjoints

The proof that the Kleene star modality is constructive
relies on the modality〈σ〉 being a left adjoint. A similar
idea cannot work in the general case: for example[σ] is not
a left adjoint since it doesn’t preserve joins. To deal with
the general case, adjoints must be generalized as follows.

Definition 3.1 An order preserving functionf : L - M
(L andM being posets) is a leftOf -adjoint if for eachm ∈
M there exists a finite setC(f ;m) such that for allx ∈ L
f(x) ≤ m if and only if x ≤ c for somec ∈ C(f ;m). That
is: f is aOf -adjoint if for eachm ∈M the set

{x | f(x) ≤ m }

is a finitely generated lower set.

We shall say thatC(f ;m) is the set off -covers ofm or the
covering set off andm. It is easily seen thatf is a left
adjoint if and only if{x | f(x) ≤ m } is a principal ideal:
thus every left adjoint is a leftOf -adjoint. Also, it is easy to
see thatf is a leftOf -adjoint if and only if

Of (f) : Of (L) - Of (M)

is a left adjoint. HereOf (P ) is the set of finitely generated
lower sets of the posetP andOf (f) is the obvious map
induced by this functorial construction. A leftOf -open ad-
joint is aPro(D)-adjoint as defined in [25] withD the class
of all finite discrete categories. Similar but slightly different
is the notion of a multiadjoint [5].

We begin presenting an interesting order theoretic prop-
erty ofOf -adjoints:

Lemma 3.2 A Of -adjointf is continuous: ifI is a directed
set and

∨
I exists, then

∨
i∈I f(i) exists and is equal to

f(
∨
I).

Proof. Suppose that for alli ∈ I f(i) ≤ m. We can find
ci ∈ C(f ;m) such thati ≤ ci. SinceI is directed and theci
are finite, we can findi0 such thati ≤ ci0 for all i ∈ I and
consequently

∨
I ≤ ci0 . It follows thatf(

∨
I) ≤ f(ci0) ≤

m. �

We can argue that being a leftOf -adjoint is a stronger prop-
erty than merely being continuous by considering the bi-
nary meet∧ : B × B - B on an infinite Boolean al-
gebraB. The binary meet is continuous – an order pre-
serving functionf : L × M - N is continuous as a
function from the product if and only if it is continuous in
each variable – but it is not a leftOf -adjoint. This state-
ment can be verified by computing a candidate covering set
C(∧;⊥). Sincex ∧ ¬x ≤ ⊥, then we should be able to
find (αx, βx) ∈ C(f ;⊥) such thatx ≤ αx, ¬x ≤ βx, and
moreoverαx ∧βx ≤ ⊥. It follows thatαx ≤ ¬βx ≤ x, and
αx = x. Thus, for an infinite Boolean algebra the covering
setC(∧;⊥) has to be infinite.

We list next some well known properties of (left)Of -
adjoints:

Proposition 3.3

1. An order preserving functionf : L - M is a left
adjoint if and only if it is aOf -adjoint and preserves finite
joins.

2. If a latticeM is finitely meet-generated by a subsetB ⊆
M , thenf : L - M is aOf -adjoint if and only if the
covering setC(f ; b) exists for eachb ∈ B.

3. The identity is aOf -adjoint, andOf -adjoints are closed
under composition.

4. If the domain posets are meet semilattices, then the pro-
jectionspri : L1×L2

- Li, i = 1, 2, areOf -adjoints.
Moreover〈f1, f2〉 : L - M1 ×M2 is aOf -adjoint
provided thatfi : L - Mi, i = 1, 2, areOf -adjoints.

5. Constant functions areOf -adjoints.

6. Finite joins areOf -adjoints. IfL is an Heyting alge-
bra (or a Browerian semilattice), thenf(x) = k ∧ x :
L - L is aOf -adjoint, wherek is a constant.

3.1 Of -adjoints and fixed points

We analyze nextOf -adjoints for which it makes sense to
consider least fixed points. These have the formf : Lx ×
My - L. For such anf we define the graphG(f, L):
its vertices are elements ofL and we declare thatl → l′ if
(l′, y) ∈ C(f ; l) for somey ∈ M . We writeG(f, l) for the
full subgraph ofG(f, L) of vertices that are reachable from
l: l′ ∈ L is a vertex ofG(f, l) if and only if there is a path
from l to l′ in G(f, L).

Definition 3.4 We say that aOf -adjoint of the formf :
Lx ×My - L is finitary in the variablex if for each
l ∈ L the graphG(f, l) is finite.

Lemma 3.5 If f : Lx × My - L is a finitaryOf -
adjoint andµx.f(x, y) exists for eachy ∈ M , thenµx.f :
My - L is again aOf -adjoint.



Proof. By an x-path from l we mean a sequence
(li, ri)i=1,...,n such that(li, ri) ∈ C(f ; li−1); by conven-
tion we let l0 = l and say thatn is the length thex-path.
We also consider infinitex-paths, i.e. infinite sequences of
this kind: since the graphG(f, l) is finite there is only a
finite number ofri’s and therefore the meet

∧
i≥1 ri exists

in M . Infinite x-paths allow us to definer ∈ C(µx.f ; l)
iff r =

∧
i≥1 ri for some infinitex-path (li, ri)i≥0 from

l. The setC(µx.f ; l) is finite sinceG(f, l) is finite. We
begin verifying thatµx.f(r) ≤ l if r ∈ C(µx.f ; l). By
monotonicity,f(li+1, r) ≤ f(li+1, ri+1) ≤ li for all i ≥ 0.
Choosei < j such that(li, ri) = (lj , rj) and letk = j − i,
thenfk(li, r) ≤ fk(lj , rj) ≤ li henceµx.f(x, r) ≤ li and
moreoverµx.f(x, r) = f i

r(µx.f(x, r)) ≤ f i
r(li) ≤ l0.

Conversely, assume thatµx.f(x, y) ≤ l0: we can use
the fixed point equation to deducef(µx.f(x, y), y) ≤ l0
which in turn implies(µx.f(x, y), y) ≤ (l1, r1) for some
pair (l1, r1) ∈ C(f ; l0). By iterating the procedure, we can
construct an infinitex-path(li, ri) from l such that for all
i ≥ 1 we have(µx.f(x, y), y) ≤ (li, ri) and thereforey ≤∧

i≥1 ri. �

It is a natural operation to prune the covering setsC(f ;m)
and extract the antichain of maximal elements. A maximal
element inC(µx.f ; l) is a meet indexed by some pan, by
which we mean a finite path inG(f, l) that can be split into
a simple path followed by a simple cycle.

Lemma 3.6 If f : Lx×My - L is a finitaryOf -adjoint
andµx.f exists thenµx.f(x, y) =

∨
n≥0 f

n
y (⊥).

Proof. Assumel is such thatfn
y (⊥) ≤ l for eachn ≥ 0. Let

k be the number of vertices in the graphG(f, l) and observe
that the relationfk+1

y (⊥) ≤ l implies that we can find an
x-path(li, ri)i=1,...,k+1 from l with the property thaty ≤ ri
for y = 1, . . . , k + 1. By the pigeonhole principle, we can
assume this is an infinitex-path(li, ri)≥1 from l such that
y ≤ ri for i ≥ 1. Thus

∧
ri ∈ C(µx.f ; l) and therefore

µx.f(x, y) ≤ µx.f(x,
∧
ri) ≤ l. �

3.2 Of -adjoints on free modalµ-algebras

We have seen that meets provide a counter-example for
Of -adjointness. In [9] the authors define what turns out to
be a best approximation of meets asOf -adjoints. They first
define the arrow term by:

σ→ X = [σ]
∨
X ∧

∧
x∈X

〈σ〉x , (8)

and, for a set of literalsΛ, for a subsetΣ ⊆ Act, and for
disjoint sets of variables{Xσ }σ∈Σ, they also define the
special conjunction term by:∧∧

Λ,Σ
{Xσ } = Λ ∧

∧
σ∈Σ

σ→ Xσ . (9)

By 2.4, in a free modalµ-algebra a special conjunction is
inconsistent,

∧∧
Λ,Σ

{Xσ } = ⊥ if either the literals inΛ are

inconsistent or there is someσ ∈ Σ andx ∈ Xσ such that
x ≤ ⊥. Recall also the relations〈σ〉x = σ→ {x,>} and
[σ]x = σ→ {x }∨ σ→ ∅ showing that special conjunctions
can be taken as primitive function symbols of the signature
of the theory of modalµ-algebras.

Lemma 3.7 Special conjunctions are finitaryOf -adjoints
in freeµ-algebras.

Proof. Recall from 2.5 that the free modalµ-algebra is
finitely meet-generated by elements of the form

b =
∨

Γ ∨
∨

τ∈Act

(〈τ〉zτ ∨
∨

y∈Yτ

[τ ]y) , (10)

where Γ is a set of literals. By Proposition 3.3.2, it is
enough to define the set of covers for these elements, thus
let b be as above. Observe that forb = > we always have
C(f ;>) = {>}. Hence, let us suppose thatb 6= > and that∧∧

Λ,Σ
(v) ≤ b, wherev ∈ FX andX is the disjoint union

of theXσ, σ ∈ Σ. We want to apply Theorem 2.1 to the
relation

∧∧
Λ,Σ

(v) ≤ b. It is useful to expand this relation

to:∧
Λ ∧

∧
σ∈Σ

([σ]
∨

x∈Xσ

v(x) ∧
∧

x∈Xσ

〈σ〉v(x))

≤
∨

Γ ∨
∨

τ∈Act

(〈τ〉zτ ∨
∨

y∈Yτ

[τ ]y) .

Sinceb 6= >, one of the following cases arises:

1.
∧

Λ ≤
∨

Γ,
2. there existsσ ∈ Σ andx ∈ Xσ such thatv(x) ≤ zσ,
3. there existsσ ∈ Σ andy ∈ Yσ such thatv(x) ≤ xσ ∨ y

for eachx ∈ Xσ.

Suppose the first case holds: letw> ∈ FX be the vec-
tor with constant value>, clearlyv ≤ w>, and moreover∧∧

Λ,Σ
(w>) ≤ b.

If the second case holds, then we can define

wzσ (x) =

{
>, x ∈ Xτ , τ 6= σ

zσ, x ∈ Xσ .

Clearlyv ≤ wzσ
and conversely∧∧

Λ,Σ
(wσ) ≤ σ→ { zσ } ≤ 〈σ〉zσ ≤ b .

Finally, if the third case holds, then we can define

wzσ,y(x) =

{
>, x ∈ Xτ , τ 6= σ

zσ ∨ y, x ∈ Xσ .



We havev ≤ wzσ and conversely∧∧
Λ,Σ

(wσ) ≤ σ→ { zσ ∨ y } ≤ [σ](zσ ∨ y)

≤ 〈σ〉xσ ∨ [σ]y ≤ b .

Thus we have shown that we can define the covering set
C(

∧∧
Λ,Σ

; b) as

{w> } ∪ {wzσ
|σ ∈ Σ } ∪ {wzσ,y |σ ∈ Σ, y ∈ Yσ } .

To end the proof, we remark that covers of an elementc ∈ F
are meets of subterms of a term representingc, showing that
special conjunctions are finitary. �

It is now easy to argue that[σ] is aOf -adjoint on a free
modalµ-algebra. By Proposition 3.3, this is a consequence
of [σ] belonging to the cone generated by joins and special
conjunctions.

4 Some constructive systems of equations

An order preservingF : FX×FY - FX can also be
thought to be a system of equations whose least solution is
given by the least fixed-point. The setX is the set of bound
variables of the system, andY is the set of free variables.
The Bekic property7 ensures that such a system of equations
has a least solution ifF is built up from operations of the
theory of modalµ-algebras. In this section we shall prove
that, for many suchF on a free modalµ-algebra, the least
prefixed-point is the supremum over the chain of its finite
approximants. The results of the previous sections allow us
to easily derive this property for a restricted set of systems
called here disjunctive-simple. Then, we freely use ideas
and tools from [1,§9] to enlarge the class of systems that
can be proved to be constructive. A technical improvement
consists in showing that the methods exposed in [1] can be
adapted in order to argue about existence of infinite suprema
and approximants.

Definition 4.1 LetX andY be two sets of variables. With
respect toX andY , we say that a term of the theory of
modalµ-algebras

• is simpleif it is a distributive combination of terms of
the form

∧
Y ′ ∧

∧∧
∅,Σ
{Xσ }, whereY ′ ⊆ Y andXσ ⊆

X ∪ Y ,
• is disjunctive-simpleif it is a join of terms of the form∧

Y ′ ∧
∧∧

∅,Σ
{Dσ }, whereY ′ ⊆ Y and eachd ∈ Dσ is

a join of a set of variables:d =
∨
X ′ with X ′ ⊆ X ∪ Y .

For aµ-algebraA we say that a mapF = 〈Fx〉x∈X : AX×
AY - AX

7See for example Proposition 2.1 and 2.2 in [20].

• is simpleif each componentFx : AX ×AY - A is
the interpretation of a term simple w.r.t.X andY ,

• is disjunctive-simpleif each componentFx : AX ×
AY - A is the interpretation of a term that is
disjunctive-simple w.r.t.X andY .

Proposition 4.2 Let F be a freeµ-algebra,G : FX ×
FY - FX be a disjunctive-simple map, and letk ∈
FY . ThenGk : FX - FX is a finitaryOf -adjoint.

For lack of space, we only present a skecth of the proof.
Proof. Proposition 3.3 and Lemma 3.7 imply that for each
z ∈ X thez component ofGk – which we shall denoteGz

abusing notation – is aOf -adjoint. Item 4 of Proposition 3.3
implies then thatGk is aOf -adjoint. Thus we are mainly
concerned with arguing thatGk is finitary.

To this goal, let∧〈l1, . . . , ln〉 denote the meet-semilattice
generated byl1, . . . , ln. We claim thatGk is finitary if the
following condition holds: for eachu ∈ FX we can find a
set{ l1, . . . , ln } such that (i)u(x) ∈ { l1, . . . , ln } for each
x ∈ X, and (ii) forj = 1, . . . , n, z ∈ X, andc ∈ C(Gz; lj),
c(x) ∈ ∧〈l1, . . . , ln〉 for eachx ∈ X.

EachGz has the form
∨

i∈Iz
yz,i ∧

∧∧
∅,Σi

{Dσ }. For

eachz ∈ Z and i ∈ Iz let tz,i be a term represent-
ing the constant¬yx,i. Choseu ∈ FX and, for each
x ∈ X, let sx be a term representingu(x). Let S be the
set of interpretation of subterms of thetz,i andsx. We let
{l1, . . . , ln} = ∨〈S〉 be the join closure ofS. �

Lemma 3.6 and the previous Lemma imply that a
disjunctive-simpleG : FX ×FY - FX satisfies

µX .G =
∨
n≥0

Gn
v (⊥) ,

for eachv ∈ FY . Our next goal is to transfer this property
from a disjunctive-simpleG to a simpleF . The main tool
is the following Lemma:

Proposition 4.3 Consider a commuting diagram of posets
with bottom

L

M M

L

i

��

f //

g //

i

��

π

\\

wherei is split by an order preservingπ, π ◦ i = idL. Letα
be a limit ordinal and suppose that the approximantgα(⊥)
exists. Ifi(fβ(⊥)) = gβ(⊥) for β < α, then the approxi-
mantfα(⊥) exists and is equal toπ(gα(⊥)). If moreoveri
is continuous, theni(fα(⊥)) = gα(⊥).



Proof. We want to prove thatπ(fα(⊥)) =
∨

β<α f
β(⊥).

Let us begin supposing that, for somel ∈ L and everyβ <
α, fβ(⊥) ≤ l. Apply i to these relations and deduce that
gβ(⊥) ≤ i(l) for β < α, hencegα(⊥) ≤ i(l). Apply thenπ
to deduceπ(gα(⊥)) ≤ l. Conversely,fβ(⊥) ≤ π(gα(⊥))
if β < α: these relations are obtained fromi(fβ(⊥)) =
gβ(⊥) ≤ gα(⊥) by applyingπ. If moreoveri is continuous,
then:

i(fα(⊥)) = i(
∨

β<α

fβ(⊥)) =
∨

β<α

i(fβ(⊥))

=
∨

β<α

gβ(⊥) = gα(⊥) . �

We transfer the constructiveness property from a
disjunctive-simpleG to simpleF as follows. For a finite
set of variablesX, let P+(X) be the set of nonempty sub-
sets ofX. For eachS ∈ P+(X), the mapiS : LX - L,
defined byiS(x) =

∧
j∈S xj , is continuous. These maps

are collected together to produce a continuous mapi :
LX - LP+(X). For eachx ∈ X there is a projection
pr{ x } : LP+(X) - L and these projections, collected

into a common projectionpr : LP+(X) - LX , split i:
pr ◦ i = idFX .

Proposition 4.4 For each simpleF : FX ×FY - FX

there is aG : FP+(X) × FY - FP+(X) which is
disjunctive-simple and such that the diagram

FX ×FY

FP+(X) ×FY FP+(X)

FX

i×idFY

��

F //

G //

i

��

commutes.

Proposition 4.4 means that for each nonempty subsetS ⊆
X we can find a disjunctive-simpleGS : FP+(X) - F
such that∧

j∈S

Fj(x) = GS(
∧

j∈S1

xj , . . . ,
∧

j∈Sk

xj) ,

whereS1, . . . , Sk is the list of nonempty subsets ofX. Its
proof strictly follows [1,§9.4] and therefore we omit it.

Together with Lemma 4.3 and the properties of
disjunctive-simple systems, the Proposition implies that a
simpleF : FX ×FY - FX satisfies

µX .Fv =
∨
n≥0

Fn
v (⊥) ,

for eachv ∈ FY .
For our goals, the following concept turns out to be use-

ful:

Definition 4.5 We say that an order preserving mapf : L×
M - L is regular if it is continuous and constructive.

Recall that being constructive means that the approximant
fα

v (⊥) exists for eachv ∈ M and each ordinalα. It is
easily seen that for a continuousf existence of the supre-
mum

∨
n≥0 f

n
v (⊥) suffices for existence of all approxi-

mants. As an example, we have seen that all the simple
G : FX × FY - FX are constructive. Since each
Gx : FX × FY - F is also continuous,G is contin-
uous as well: henceeach simpleG is regular. A system is
elementaryif eachFx is among>,∧,⊥,∨, σ→.

Proposition 4.6 Each elementary system is regular.

To prove the Proposition, we say that two systemsF :
FX × FY - FX andG : FX × FY - FX are
equivalentif for each v ∈ FY , the two chains of finite
approximants{Fn

v (⊥) }n≥0 and{Gn
v (⊥) }n≥0 are cofinal

into each other: for eachn ≥ 0 there existsk ≥ 0 such that
Fn(⊥) ≤ Gk(⊥), and vice-versa. The equivalence of sys-
tems can be generalized to systemsF : FX×FY - FX

andG : FX′ ×FY - FX′
with different sets of bound

variables. In this case two systems are equivalent iff the par-
tial chains of finite approximants{ prX∩X′(Fn

v (⊥)) }n≥0

and{ prX∩X′(Gn
v (⊥)) }n≥0 are cofinal into each other and

the supremum of one chain of approximant exists if and
only if the supremum of the other chain of approximant ex-
ists. If F andG are continuous and equivalent, thenF is
regular if and only ifG is regular. Also, if the regularF and
G are equivalent, thenprX∩X′ ◦µX .F = prX∩X′ ◦µX′ .G.

A variablex is guarded in a termt if either it does not
occur int or it occurs int within the scope of a modal op-
erator. A systemF : FX × FY - FX is guarded if
for each eachx, x′ ∈ X, x′ is guardedin eachFx. The fol-
lowing Lemma is partly analogous to the well known fact
that every formula of the modalµ-calculus is equivalent to
a guarded one [10].

Lemma 4.7 For each elementary systemF there exists a
guarded systemG which is equivalent toF . For each
guarded systemG there exists a simple systemH which
is equivalent toG.

Proposition 4.6 follows.

5 Σ1-operations are constructive

Since we can define all terms of the theory of modal
µ-algebras using the arrow terms (8) in place of standard
modal operators, cf.§3.2, we redefineΣ1-terms accord-
ingly:

t = x | > | t ∧ t | ⊥ | t ∨ t | σ→ T |µx.t .

Herex is a variable andT is a set of previously defined
terms. Our goal is now to prove:



Theorem 5.1 If F is a free modalµ-algebra, then every
Σ1-operationf : Fy × FY \{ y } - F is regular (for
eachy ∈ Y ).

In this way we will have accomplished a proof of Claim 1.9.
Our goal is achieved by consideringΣ1-operations as solu-
tions of systems of equations, as stated in the next Lemma.

Lemma 5.2 For eachΣ1-operationf : LY - L there
exists an elementary systemF : LX × LY - LX and
x ∈ X such thatf = prx ◦ µX .F .

To prove Theorem 5.1 we need a Bekic-like property for
regular functions:

Lemma 5.3 Suppose thatF : Lx ×My × Nz - L is
regular inx andG : Lx×My×Nz - M is continuous.
Then〈F,G〉 : L ×M × N - L ×M is regular if and
only if G(µx.F (x, y, z), y, z) : M ×N - M is regular
in y.

Proof of Theorem 5.1. By Lemma 5.2f = prx ◦ µX .F
for some elementaryF : FX × FZ - FX and some
x ∈ X. Choosey ∈ Z and observe that the system

〈F, prx〉 : FX ×Fy ×FZ\{ y } - FX ×Fy

is elementary and therefore it is regular. Sinceprx is con-
tinuous, we can use the previous Lemma withG = prx and
deduce thatf = prx ◦ µX .F : FZ - Fy is regular for
y ∈ Z. �
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